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Discourse of Sadguru Sri Nannagaru 
11th December 2010 at Jinnuru 

 
My Dear Soul-mates, 
 
Today Is Subrahmanyaswamy Shashti. Kumarswamy, Kartikeya, Ayyappa, Nagendra are also 
His names. In fact Shiva and Him are one and the same, they are two sides of one coin. 
Iswara is not only Shiva, He is the controller, The Administrator. The greatest individual in the 
whole world is Lord Buddha and Bhagwad Gita is the greatest scripture in the whole world. 
Buddha is the embodiment of tremendous Love, fearlessness, boldness and no weaknesses. 
The great Maharshi(sage) Veda Vyasa, who gave the written expression to the Bhagwad Gita 
also is an embodiment of great genius, broad- mindedness, very wide and unlimited depth. 
 

 
 
Duty (Dharma) is greater than Desire (kama). If you do not follow this, you will fall into trouble. 
We should be careful by not committing any mistakes. By going to temples or by bathing in 
holy rivers and getting the sins washed away is not correct. HABITS and desires follow you in 
every birth. Watch your weaknesses, habits and gradually try to eliminate them by association 
with Holy Company. Cultivate good thoughts and try to remove nonsense. Poverty, richness, 
name, fame — defamity, respect - disrespect, profit — loss, ups and downs bear all these as 
you bear the climates and seasons one after another. Everything happens in its own time even 
with or without your involvement. The mind gets polluted by external matters. You have never 
to react. People may criticize you, if you react it is your fault and not the other persons. Learn 
not to react. Have discriminating intellect and have equal — mind and even — mind. We enjoy 
the fruits of our actions. You should work for work itself that too with love, liking and total 
dedication, and not for the result or recognition. 
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With this mind and body-mindedness and with this small ‘I' and little ‘I’ How will you reach that 
GREAT I, THE DISTINGUISHED I, the Absolute Truth, God, that nameless, formless, action 
less, body less, birth less, deathless, supreme state? Your desires are related to the body-
bounded I, the little I, Have you ever wished for knowledge or Liberation? Selfless actions lead 
to bondage and re-birth. Selfless actions itself means Sanyasi. 
 
When Self — Knowledged, Learned person works and as he is selfless, without doer-ship So 
his actions are as if they are action less. Unlearned and selfish actions are bondage. We are 
all uneducated, unlearned in self-knowledge. The Little ‘I’ interferes   into every action. Birth 
and death is the cycle and  is only the result of all your actions. Who will bring you out of this 
cycle? Body—boundedness keeps you attached in the family, life etc. When will we come out 
from the darkness to light? (Self-Knowledge). Once you experience the light within you, you 
will overcome fear, fear of anything or anyone inside or outside, then you can see the Truth as 
it is, the world as it is and the rope as the rope and not as the Snake. We should have living 
faith in God. Due to the faults in our mind, it does not believe God's words and scriptures. You 
do not know your birth and death. Discrimination, dispassion and detachment is required. With 
detachment as the investment you will gain Happiness and Bliss. Leave Little I and catch the 
Great I. Trust God’s words and scriptures and Be calm and cool. Learn never to react 
otherwise you will not get self-knowledge. 
 
Virtues and Vices should not be carried forward to next births. Intelligent and Learned person 
does not do it. Educated and Uneducated are all fools. Foolishness is common in all. True 
education is Self-knowledge. Dedicating every action to God is Yoga. Before leaving this body, 
get united with Brahmam (God). Don't get feared of getting drowned or mixed or immersed into 
it. All Lokas (worlds) are bondage except devotion. You don't know the value of devotion. 
Devotion itself is reward. Duty, work without bondage, without doership, then you will not fall 
into trouble. Work without bondage is real skill and should become learning and patience. That 
is Yoga. Wonderful teaching. 
 
Pray to God that with closed and opened eyes I should see only you. The Saint with opened 
eyes sees the self in the world outside and with closed eyes too. He sees the self -inside. God 
likes Saints for the Truth in Him is in God and I (God) am Him and He is Me. He is Myself. He 
is very close to Me and is very near to Me. The realized person does not work even while 
working. Everybody is always busy. For what are you busy? Nonsense? Or for the quest of 
God? The body dies and the self does not die. When you realize the Truth then you think that 
the body is dying and I am not dying. Oh! God, Please forgive me and bless me because I am 
still doing things which you don't like. 
 

ALWAYS HAPPINESS AND ALWAYS PEACE INDEPENDENT AND PERMANENT 
HAPPINESS TO ALL. 

 
 
 
Courtesy: Smt Neelam 
 


